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Multiple Employers on the Hook for FLSA Violations

 

By David W. McBride  5/1/2014

An employee could proceed with a claim for unpaid overtime against two businesses, where she was hired

by one company, fired by another and both companies had common control over the employee’s job,

according to the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is a federal law providing many protections for employees, including

overtime pay for nonexempt employees. The legal doctrine called joint liability can be used by litigants to

hold multiple parties liable even in cases where only one party violated the law. In an employment context, a

“joint employer” relationship can lead to joint liability between two companies. A court can find a joint

employer relationship when both employers exert significant control over the employee, which is evidenced

by authority to hire and fire; authority to establish work rules, conditions of employment, compensation, etc.;

day-to-day supervision; and actual control of employee records (payroll, insurance, taxes, etc.). If an

employee sues his employer(s) for FLSA overtime violations and establishes a joint employer relationship,

both employers will be liable even if only one employer failed to pay overtime.

Security Atlantic Mortgage Co. (SAMC) hired Patricia Thompson as a mortgage underwriter in June 2009.

Thompson attended training conducted by Real Estate Mortgage Network (REMN), a separate mortgage

company. Staff at the training represented to Thompson that SAMC and REMN were sister companies.

At some point, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development began investigating SAMC’s

mortgage practices. Thereafter, in February 2010, SAMC management told Thompson and other mortgage

underwriters to fill out new job applications to work for REMN. From then on, Thompson received a

paycheck from REMN instead of SAMC, but otherwise nothing about her job changed: She was paid at the

same rate, worked out of the same location, had the same supervisors, etc.



Thompson claims that throughout her employment, she worked well over 40 hours per week but was never

paid for overtime hours. She also claims that both SAMC and REMN, through their officers, told her that she

was an exempt employee and therefore ineligible for overtime. Thompson resigned in August 2010 and filed

a lawsuit under the FLSA in March 2011.

Thompson filed her lawsuit as a class action, but the District Court in New Jersey dismissed the lawsuit in

December 2011. Thompson refiled an amended lawsuit in January 2012, naming SAMC, REMN and two

officers as defendants for FLSA violations related to overtime pay. Thompson’s lawsuit named SAMC and

REMN as jointly liable for each other’s misrepresentations and failures to pay for overtime hours. Again, the

district court dismissed the entire lawsuit in August 2012. With respect to the joint liability issue, the court

said Thompson’s employment by SAMC and REMN had been separate and distinct as evidenced by

Thompson’s application to REMN in February 2010 and her receipt of paychecks from REMN, not SAMC,

thereafter. Thompson appealed the dismissal to the 3rd Circuit.

The 3rd Circuit overturned the district court’s dismissal of Thompson’s claims, reviving Thompson’s lawsuit.

In its analysis of the lower court’s dismissal of Thompson’s attempt to hold SAMC and REMN jointly liable,

the 3rd Circuit chastised the lower court for focusing on the fact that the payor on Thompson’s paychecks

changed and ignoring the other facts that indicated nothing really changed throughout the entirety of

Thompson’s tenure with either company. From the beginning of Thompson’s employment, employees of

both SAMC and REMN represented that the two companies were related. In addition, none of the details of

Thompson’s employment changed when she was asked to “apply” to work at REMN. Thompson had

claimed enough facts to prevent the court from dismissing her case at such an early stage.

Thompson v. Real Estate Mortgage Network, 3rd Cir., No. 12-3828 (April 3, 2014).

Professional Pointer: Companies can avoid the risky proposition of joint liability by preventing a perception

of co-ownership or relationship from developing where none exists.
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